
"Bringing Down the Empire" prepared by Rabbi Amy Bernstein

Yocheved places Moshe in atevawhich is rectangular so can't be steered by humans -
placing him in the Nile means she has to have faith that God will steer the tiny boat.

"At the same time, faith is not the same as abandonment of human responsibility, so
Miriam remains nearby. That intricate balance between being there and letting go, staying
connected and allowing movement that doesn't include us, is played out in this scene by
the Nile." Marsha Mirkin {The Women Who Danced at the Sea)

Placing Moshe in the Nile as an act of radical trust:

This part of our story is an "ancient observation about the vulnerabilities of absolute
power structures in human societies. Even if they are seemingly invincible, these power
structures have cracks in them, even at the highest levels. Poor Yokheved, baby Moses'
biological mother, acted on the hope that this "crack" was part of reality. It was a
desperate act. She dared to have faith that there was something more to the world than
raw power and callousness. She cast her condemned son upon the waters of the Nile-the
symbol of the life of all of Egypt-in the hope that someone, somewhere in this empire of
cruelty might feel a stirring of sympathy and choose to rescue the child. "

In every wait{oses'origins and upbringing make him the consummate "other"

..."the selfless women in Moses'young life give birth to the independence of mind that will
allow him to assume his role as leader. From them, Moses learns to examine the norms
and values of his environment and to reject the corruption he sees among Egyptian and
Israelite alike. . . [T]he daughters in this narrative lead Moses to an awareness of his
otherness, and ultimately to a discovery of the heroism needed to conceive of and carry
out the move to redemption."
Iudy Klitsner fcited by Maurice Harris, MosesA Stranger Among Us p.118)

His otherness was a key factor in challenging the norms of his society and adoptive status
Those of us who have felt like "the other" bring this very quality to the fewish community
- or any community we become a part of

This singular stature allowed a growth of mission in him that wouldn't have necessarily
happened otherwise.

He needed to be born of the house of Levi AND to be raised in Pharoh's court as his kin






